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(Chapter 1 is free to distribute to the public domain)

Let The People Of Earth Have Their Say,

Let Everyone Be A Leader Everyday,

The People's 7C Council Is Our Way,

Because We Are All Great In Every Way.

What if you could be a better beautiful person inside YOU.

What if you could understand that it's not about what others think of you,

but if something inside you could free your whole being into another

world, another state of mind, another force of free will, and being

spiritually free beyond all present understanding.

You will know that inside yourself an increase in confidence so high, fear

will completely disappear.

And then a miracle happens...

The Universe.

In this new constitution, we behold it clear, that this new confidence will

be self-evident, and a new understanding that ALL are free of the tyranny

of anything you can imagine.

(Many people erroneously believe money is the only way to get things.

They believe in the hamster wheel of success, when it's really a prison.)

You can have it all without these imaginary limitations.

(Many people may feel this constitution is a satirical joke, but I'm

completely serious about every single issue in it.)



CHAPTER 1

THE SEVEN CONCEPTS CONSTITUTION

The Seven Concepts Constitution, or 7C Nation, is what is best

described as an altruistic supportive council, designed to promote

individual freedom and eliminate oppression. All people with ideas

beneficial to the community will be heard, while the council and the

people help to make it workable and harmonious to everyone, within

compliance of The 7 Concepts. The people then decide by volunteer

voting. No volunteers is the only down vote. Checks and balances are

built in. Nobody loses.

The 7C Constitution, or 7C Nation, is a pantisocracy, a plebiscite, or a

flat democracy with no hierarchical government structure controlling it

whatsoever. All the people within the system are given complete

responsibility to handle all the necessary functions of society. The people

simply voluntarily distribute themselves into groups of jobs which they

specialize in. The new constitution or philosophy is for developing an

altruistic, moneyless society. Unlike other constitutions, this philosophy

has been carefully design to operate as a whole. No parts can be taken out,

since it may have devastating consequences on other parts, rendering it to

failure. The structure and concepts are designed to act in harmony with

one another, like a machine. Remove anything, and many other things

won't work well, or not at all. The 7 Concepts function as a textual

computer with endless possibilities of thought within it's matrices.

After each heading, The Six Heart Virtues of the Wingmakers is

enclosed in the parentheses. Reality creation, or “Law of Attraction,”

keys are enclosed within the brackets. Enclosed in the ellipsis is how to

be a loving god within yourself. The italics enclosed in parentheses are

rewards for those Ass-Holes who gave the same to everyone.

If you are somebody who likes most of the ideas in this constitution,

and are thinking the people in power won't let us do it, just remember,

“Nobody owns you.” So do this with like minded people. There will be

many people who say “This system doesn't fix 100% of the problems, so

I'm not going to use it” But is does fix over 95% of the problems, which is

better than anything that ever existed. Many will also say “This system

isn't realistic, and would never happen for another 100 years.” But many

people will practice it now, and leave the others behind. I can't stand

living in this hell no more, in homelessness and destitution being harassed

by authorities, and enslaved by a horrible system I never consented to.

This life on Earth is just wrong. So you can either be stupid and keep the

old failed authoritarian systems, or practice the true love that follows.



Preamble

In order to provide the freest, most efficient, harmonious, and nonpolluting moneyless/restrictionless society, unifying everyone into oneness

and equality. It will be a Joint Entrepreneurial Partnership in which

everybody is an equal entrepreneur, and everyone works alone or with

each other in groups doing projects or jobs in which they specialize in, and

to promote a positive well-being in the rest of the universe. And, to carry

out the plan of the Prime Source/Creator, which we are all a part of. This

could also be anything virtuous, whatever your goals are.

The Purpose

The main purpose is for learning, in all your lives, in all dimensions, in

absolute freedom and harmony, so all can achieve Godhood, Sovereign

Integral (individual and united), self-expression of your infinite self, or

harmonious creational unity. Another purpose is to keep individuals or

groups from controlling anyone, abridging anyone's freedom, or

prohibiting anyone's free will, and unifying everyone into oneness and

equality. The Seven Concepts is a voluntary common law system,

ennobling 7C citizens with enforceable diplomatic immunity against all

oppressors, and violators of human rights, SUPERSEDING THE ENTIRE

UNIVERSE.



THE SEVEN CONCEPTS

THE ABSOLUTE UNIVERSAL RIGHTS

The 7 Concepts Constitution supersedes all international, federal,

and local laws and rights. The details outlined in this system are intended

to be used as a basic social structure of society and all life. If you apply

this system to other levels and disciplines of knowledge and philosophy,

the same basic system of concepts can still hold true in the advancement or

realization in that knowledge or philosophy. As each step is completed,

the next step is far easier to achieve. The 7th step can be turned into the

1st step, making it, easier to achieve, continuing for however long you

like.

1) Right to All Expressionism; Prohibition of Suppression or

Oppression (Courage, to try something new) [Imagine your reality;

Once a thought is created, it must be carried through, because every

thought is an object of reality.]{To be a loving god is to give free-will.}

(To keep freedom from another is the ultimate sin, and make sure you



let restricting power mongers know they are being ASS-HOLES. Their

reward will be eternal nothingness.)

1. Every living being, thing, or object has the right to Absolutely Free

and Unrestricted expression of, and Unrestricted access to the following:

Existence/ free will/ thoughts/ opinions/ speech/ expressions/

blaspheme/ obscenity/ profanity/ gestures/ humor/ criticism/ peaceful, then

riotous assembly, and to occupy/ association/ literature/ press/ writing/

pictorials/ video/ record/ holograph/ pornography/ information/ conspiracy

exposure/ witness/ morals/ lifestyle/ display/ sounds/ dance/ visage/

taboos/ tattoos/ hair style/ voting/ petitioning/ philosophy/ instincts/

addictions/ career/ teaching/ celebration/ games/ nonviolent sports/

hobbies/ recreating/ swimming(bathing)/ restrooms/ fountains/ hospitals/

access and use to all public services, facilities, utilities, buildings, places,

dwellings, devices, vehicles, supplies, workplaces, and all unmentioned

needs/ common law marriage/ divorce/ polygamy/ polyamory/ group

homes/ illegitimacy/ miscarriage/ erotica/ adultery/ transgender/ sexual

(gender) behavior, masturbation, relations, services, games, exposure,

nudity, look, clothing, identity, hormones &amp; drugs (including libido,

pleasure and psychedelics), modification, fetish, novelties, machines or

orgasm/ consensual forced femininity/ genetic or body modifications/

spiritual gender, race, identity or practice/ non-public prayer and worship/

dimensional/ temporal/ consciousness/ hallucinogens/ meditation/

mysticism/ psychics/ esoteric science/ psychomanteum viewing/ seclusion/

encasement(zentai) fetish/ sensory deprivation/ virtual, artificial or

quantum realities/ telepathy/ spirit mediums/ psychometry/ telekinesis/

levitation/ flying/ teleportation/ (psychic) projection/ healing/ hypnosis/

hypnotic regression or progression/ reincarnation/ astrology/ numerology/

witchcraft/ benevolent fascination (mass hypnosis) or psychic influence/

insanity/ enforceable right to say “No” to another's will or authority/

symbol or flag desecration/ defamatory gestures/ defamatory or

threatening language toward any authority or politician/ boycott/ labor

strike/ sabotage/ graffiti/ or any idea in every way, shape or form

imaginable.(138 total count)

All above interactions and combinations to be parametrically conjoined

with the following:

Regardless of age, race, creed, sex, or any difference imaginable;

regardless of time, place, or any context imaginable; provided any other

living being's rights or free will is NOT violated, coerced or prohibited;

without retribution, condemnation, defamation, consequences, or

discrimination, by any individual, group or organization, public or private,

regardless of organization, affiliation or deeds; while permitting

unrestricted free/fair-use or reuse. Everything must be respected in all



these manners, regardless of whether anyone knows why they exist,

because nothing is more or less important than anything else.

(We believe Civil Rights are our birthright. Our Constitutional

government establishes a framework to provide and expand rights and

freedoms–not restrict them. To this end, we must protect and restore all the

Constitutionally-mandated rights to all our citizens, including voting

rights, freedom to worship without fear of intimidation or harassment,

freedom of speech, and protections for all citizens regardless of race,

gender, age or disability. We honor and respect tribal laws and

jurisdictions. - #WomensMarch, See also 3l)

2) Altruism, Right to All Necessities to Life Guaranteed Without

Restrictions (Appreciation) [Embellish your reality with details.] {To

be a loving god is to give freely of yourself without expecting anything

in return.}

(To hoard needs to life from others is the ultimate sin, and make sure

you let the gluttonous greedy slobs know they are being ASS-HOLES.

Their reward will be eternal destitution and starvation.)

2. Absolutely all personal and public needs used for survival and living

a luxurious life must be provided for and absolutely free, and guaranteed

without restrictions. Provisions for maintaining happiness through selfmaintenance, self-perpetuation, and self-gratification, are required. The

following items are enforced and guaranteed:

2a) Unrestricted Love. A World Holiday every Sunday.

(We are committed to embodying and practicing justice, liberation, and

peace in our engagements with one another. - #BlackLivesMatter)

2b) Materials, resources and production to provide a high quality of

life. (If we had all our resources and needs for free, we wouldn't complain

about doing things for others while not getting anything in return.)

2c) Unrestricted Virtuous Creation.

2d) Unrestricted and Free Travel, Transportation, Infrastructure and

Parking, using clean, non-fossil fuel technology.

(Advance Economic Development: we support economic development

in Indian Country and believe in investing in infrastructure. We believe we

should investment to upgrade our roads and bridges, drinking water and

wastewater, freight and passenger rail, and electric, telecommunications

and broadband networks, and more. This effort will create and maintain

millions of jobs across the country. The investment would go a long way to

address the “digital divide,” because lack of internet access means Native

American communities are at risk of falling even further behind in their

ability to access employment, educational, and other opportunities made

available by modern information technology. Lastly, all federal grants



open to state and local governments will also be open to tribes. #OurRevolution, See also 2e, 2f, 2i)

(Putting at least 13 million Americans to work by investing $1 trillion

over five years towards rebuilding our crumbling roads, bridges, railways,

airports, public transit systems, ports, dams, wastewater plants, and other

infrastructure needs. - #OurRevolution, See also 2e, 2w)

2e) Unrestricted Non-central Free Energy Systems, and infrastructure.

2f) Unrestricted and Free, Food, Water (without fluoride, chemicals,

and other drugs), Air, Light, Heating, Cooling Fridge, Cooking, Toilet,

Bathing, Clothing, Bedding, and Personal Needs.

2g) Harmoniousness with the Cosmos or Prime Source. (No Pollution,

Loudness, or Disturbing Peace.) Use and produce non-toxic materials or

byproducts when possible.

2h) #FreeHousing Unrestricted and Free (no tax or mortgage) Personal,

Habitable, Private, and Secure Dwelling, House, or Shelter, and Free (no

tax or mortgage) Land Property Ownership. And, the right to be nomadic

in any way, with free spots or parking for our dwellings. And, eliminate the

confusion of acquiring or keeping a home, without discrimination. (It's

absolutely essential that we a have a stable home to raise a family.)

(Being homeless personally, is worse than being crucified, at first.

Having everything taken away from you, and then getting the bums rush

all the time. We didn't make any mistake. It's just the bad economy, the

lack of support to help us out of it, and the punishment that people and

laws put us in, like we had money, but don't. The people that do have

money have no clue how hard it is, then treat us with penalties 10x more

than we have. Then once you do get some money, you have to catch up

replacing things lost or worn out. It's 10x harder getting anything back.)

(Reinvigorate federal housing production programs. Over the past

decade, the federal programs that build affordable housing for families,

for the elderly and for the disabled have been decimated. Nobody

disagrees that we need to address the deficit, but it is absurd to balance

the budget on the backs of working families, the elderly, the disabled and

the poor. We must return to pre-2010 funding levels by ending

sequestration and invest more, not less, in affordable housing. #OurRevolution)

(Defend Fair Housing. The sordid history of housing discrimination is

a stain on our collective conscious, and for fifty years the Fair Housing

Act has provided critically important legal protection from discrimination

because of race, color, national origin, religion, sex or disability. And yet,

Republicans have tried over and over again to defund efforts to

affirmatively promote fair housing. We must push back, defend and

strengthen the law, and make sure we never again tacitly condone housing



discrimination. - #OurRevolution)

(Demand more from Affordable Housing Developers. Housing that is

built with government subsidies should remain affordable much longer

than the 10, 15 or 20 years typically required by federal housing

programs.

Repair Public Housing. We need sufficient funding for public housing

operating and capital costs, and we need to reduce the unacceptable

backlog of public housing capital needs.

Expand Housing Choice Initiative. We need to increase funding for the

housing choice voucher program to target families who need support the

most and to provide greater economic stability to the more than 3 million

households struggling to remain in safe, secure and affordable housing

today. - #OurRevolution)

(Support First Time Homebuyers. We should expand the Department of

Housing and Urban Development and USDA Rural Development

assistance programs for first time homeownership, particularly through

down payment assistance, loan guarantees and direct loans.

Expand Pre-purchase Housing Counseling. Study after study shows

that people who receive counseling before buying a home are more likely

to succeed at homeownership. Housing counseling is a good investment in

families and communities. - #OurRevolution)

(Reinvigorate HARP. The Home Affordable Refinance Program was

designed to assist homeowners who are current on their mortgage

payments but owe more than their home is worth, by allowing them to

refinance their underwater mortgages at lower interest rates. While the

average homeowner saves about $2,500 per year, many people who

theoretically qualify have not benefitted because of various barriers and

inadequate outreach. - #OurRevolution)

(Improve Housing: fight for increased local control over the

administration and operation of tribal housing programs and for full

funding of the Indian Housing Block Grant Program. - #OurRevolution)

2i) #FreeTuition Unrestricted, Absolute, Totally Free, and without

Limitations; Information, Internet, WiFi, Communication, and public or

private Education (like Finland)(With free chauffeured limousines,

gourmet meals [made and served like in the White House or buffet], all

supplies, and books, documents or media, without bias.); and their

unrestricted distribution, infrastructure and preservation.

(Make tuition free at public colleges and universities. - Stop the federal

government from making a profit on student loans. - Substantially cut

student loan rates. - Allow Americans to refinance student loans at today's

low interest rates. - Allow students to use need-based financial aid and

work study programs to make college debt free. - Fully paid for by



imposing a tax on Wall Street speculators. - #OurRevolution)

(Strengthen Education: In order to create economic opportunities, we

must invest in education from early childhood through higher education.

We must fight to fully fund the Bureau of Indian Education and strengthen

self-determination to enable culturally tailored learning, unique to each

tribal nation, and help to retain qualified teachers for Native youth. We

should build upon the “all of government,” integrated work of the

Generation Indigenous initiative to ensure that every Native American

child can reach their full potential. We should fight for plans that allow

students to refinance federal debt, lower interest rates, triples federal

work-study jobs, and provides for free college tuition at all public colleges

and universities. - #OurRevolution)

(Connect Integration with Educational Programs. Immigrant

integration occurs in our schools, our workplaces, and in the community

at large. Our Revolution’s policies to make public colleges and

universities tuition free, raise the minimum wage, expand Social Security,

and make it easier for workers to form unions will benefit all Americans,

regardless of immigration status. In addition, we must foster increased

access to English as a Second Language instruction, and early learning

programs for children. - #OurRevolution)

(Making tuition free at public colleges and universities throughout

America. Everyone in this country who studies hard should be able to go

to college regardless of income. - #OurRevolution)

2j) Unrestricted Art, Music, Recreation, Pleasure, Drugs, Mindfulness,

and Sleep; Including amusement parks, party/night clubs, race tracks,

fashion/drag shows, concert halls, museums, galleries, games, summertime

festivals, Lollappaloosas, fairs, brothels, kinky trans/sex clinics/services,

burlesque, orgies, paranormal/meditation, spas, public beaches, resorts,

nature parks, etc.; participation is mandatory for joy. Also to have

emphasis on extremeness, unity and opposites (fish out of water) of

gender, physicality, identity, or any difference, for each indulgence, to

learn growth, empathy, creativity, and discovery with us all.

(We are committed to acknowledging, respecting and celebrating

difference(s) and commonalities. - #BlackLivesMatter)

(We are committed to practicing empathy; we engage comrades with

the intent to learn about and connect with their contexts. #BlackLivesMatter)

2k) Unrestricted Social Contact and Affection, regardless of manner,

especially between the same gender, or child &amp; adults, or human &amp; animal.

The creation of frequent affection parties, to break everyone of the fear of

being close to each other. It's OK for men to feel emotional and cry about

anything; Reward them.
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